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INTRODUCTION 
A basic result in group theory is the KrulllSchmidt theorem on direct 
decompositions of groups. A general version of this theorem can be found, 
e.g., in [7], where groups with operator sets Q are considered. In a natural 
way, this situation arises if the given group H is a normal subgroup of a 
group G and Q consists of (or, more generally, contains) the 
automorphisms of H which are induced by G per conjugation. In that 
situation we prove a generalization of the KrulllSchmidt theorem in which 
the behaviour of direct factors of H within the group structure of G plays 
an essential role. Assuming chain conditions for normal subgroups, there 
always exist direct G-decompositions of H which harmonize well with 
semidirect decompositions of G, and a conjugacy statement with respect to 
those “compatible” decompositions of H holds (2.5). The group of central 
automorphisms of the decomposed group which occurs in the classical 
KrullLSchmidt theorem is replaced by CA”, ,(G/A) in our theorem, where 
A is a central subgroup of H. 
The structure of C AU, .(G/A), where A is any abelian normal subgroup of 
G, has been investigated in [9]. If A satisfies both chain conditions for G- 
invariant subgroups, then CAut G‘ (G/A) has a nilpotent normal subgroup N 
whose factor group is a direct product of general linear groups over skew 
fields. We show that, after a mild modification of our notation of a com- 
patible decomposition, not only the group CAu, ,(G/A ) but even its normal 
subgroup N acts transitively on the sets of direct factors of H which we 
consider (3.2). We mention two corollaries of this result, here in versions 
for finite groups. In both theorems, W= 1 is an interesting special case: 
THEOREM I. Let G be a finite group, H an abelian normal subgroup of G, 
and Wa Xd NAu,o(H) such that (IX/Wl, 1 HI) = 1. Then among all 
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maximal W-invariant normal subgroups of G which are contained in H and 
have a W-invariant complement in G there is one which is invariant under X 
and has an X-invariant complement in G. 
THEOREM II. Let G be a finite group and W =A X6 Aut G such that 
(IX/WI, IGjG’l, IZ(G)l)= 1. Then we have: 
(i) G is the X-direct product of an abelian normal subgroup and a 
normal subgroup without any W-invariant direct abelian factor # 1. 
(ii) If G is X-direct indecomposable, then G is the direct product of 
isomorphic groups which are W-invariant and W-indecomposable. If, 
moreover, G is non-abelian, then there exists a direct decomposition of G into 
W-invariant and W-indecomposable normal subgroups which are permuted 
transitively by X. 
(At the end or our paper, we mention some well-known results which are 
special cases of these theorems.) 
Translations of all the above for rings also hold. For algebras over fields, 
e.g., we have: 
THEOREM III. Let F be afield, R an F-algebra,’ and I a zero ideal of R. 
Let X be a finite subgroup of NAUIF ,J I) and W 9 X such that char F 1 IX/ WI. 
Suppose that I satisfies both chain conditions for W-invariant ideals of R. 
Then among all W-invariant ideals of R which are contained in I and are 
maximal with the property to have a W-invariant (subalgebra) complement in 
R there is one which is invariant under X and has an X-invariant complement 
in R. 
THEOREM IV. Let F be a field, R an F-algebra, ’ X a finite subgroup of 
Aut, R, and WAX such that char F 1 1 X/WI. Suppose that R satisfies both 
chain conditions for W-invariant (left, right, two-sided resp.) ideals, and 
that R has no nontrivial direct decomposition into X-invariant (left, right, 
two-sided resp.) ideals. Then there exists a direct decomposition of R into 
W-invariant and W-indecomposable (left, right, two-sided resp.) ideals of R 
such that X transitively permutes the (WV R)-homogeneous components of 
this decomposition. 
We state our results in a form covering both group theoretic and ring 
theoretic applications. For this reason, we have to deal with structures 
satisfying all ring axioms but the commutative law of addition. Following 
Ph. Furtwangler and 0. Taussky [4], we call such a structure a “skew 
ring.” In the first section of our paper we collect statements on skew rings 
which to the minor part are of introductory kind and to the major part 
’ Neither do we suppose that R is associative nor that it has an identity. Here, “ideal” 
always means “F-invariant ideal.” 
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serve as preparations for the final section. Some details overlap with the 
results in [4, lo], but for the reader’s convenience we have attempted to 
give a self-contained account on what we need about skew rings. 
I. SKEW RINGS 
1.1. Notution and Terminology. Let (G, 0 ) be a group and . a second 
composition on G. G is called a skelr, ring if both distributive laws hold: 
(x 0 l’).“X.Z 0 J”:, z.(s n y)=z.s n Z’J’ 
for all X, +v, z E G. For any skew ring G, (G, 0 ) is called the underlying 
group and . the multiplication of G. We frequently write .YY instead of .Y. ~1. 
A subgroup H of (G, q ) which is closed under the skew ring multiplication 
is called a sub-skew ring of G. H is called normal if H is a normal subgroup 
of (G, 0 ). A normal subgroup H of (G, 0 ) such that GH s H (HG E H 
resp.) is a left ideal (right ideal resp.) of G. An ideal of G is a normal sub- 
group of (G, Cl) which is both a left and a right ideal of G. 
For technical reasons, but also for the sake of more general applications 
of our results, it is useful to introduce a set 52 of endomorphisms of 
arbitrary subgroups of (G, 0 ); i.e., each element w  E Q is an 
endomorphism of some subgroup U,,, of (G, 0 ). A subgroup H of (G, 0 ) is 
then called an Q-subgroup if (Hn U,,,)” & H n U,, for all w  E Q. A 
semidirect Q-decomposition of G is a pair (S, I), where S is an Q-sub-skew 
ring, I an Q-ideal of G such that S n I= 1 and S q I= G. Then S is 
called an Q-complement of I in G. A group (skew ring resp.) homo- 
morphism cp of a subgroup (sub-skew ring resp.) H of G into G is called 
an Q-homomorphism if (H n U,)V c U, and .P+’ = P” for all o E Q, 
x E H n U,. If cp is injective, then H and Hq are called Q-isomorphic. An 
Q-decomposition of H is a set D of normal Q-subgroups # 1 of H with the 
property that (H, q ) is the direct product of the groups belonging to D. 
We call 3 irreducible if each ZE T! is R-indecomposable, i.e., if the only 
Q-decomposition of Z is (I}. Each ZE T, determines an Q-homogeneous 
component of I) which is defined to be the product (with respect to 0) 
of all elements of T, which are Q-isomorphic to Z. The set of all 
Q-homogeneous components B is denoted $(a). 
We shall mainly be interested in the case where H is an ideal of G and Q 
contains the endomorphisms induced by G on (H, 0) per left and right 
multiplication and conjugation (the latter, as usual, will be written 
exponentially: xY := y -’ 0 x 0 v). Then any Q-&composition a of H 
consists of ideals of G. If, moreover, G is, say, an algebra over a field F and 
we suppose that !2 contains the multiplications induced by F on G, then all 
Q-subrings are subalgebras, and their intersections with H are ideals of G. 
Every group (G, 0 ) can be made into the underlying group of a zero 
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skew ring by defining xy := 1 for all X, y E G. We describe in which way all 
skew rings with a given underlying group (G, 0 ) arise: Let U be an abelian 
subgroup of (G, q ). Then Hom(G, U) is an abelian group with respect to 
the composition 
f+g:.u H .Y’OP (x E G). 
Let cp be a homomorphism of (G, 0 ) into (Hom( G, U), + ) and define 
sy. )) .=x(?‘p) . . for all x, JJ E G. 
As J,‘@ is a homomorphism, the first distributive law holds, and as cp is a 
homomorphism, the other one holds. Therefore this multiplication yields a 
skew ring which we designate G,. We note that any skew ring whose 
underlying group is (G, 0 ) arises in this way, a result which is well known 
if (G, 0) is abelian (cf. [3, Sect. 1181): 
1.2. LEMMA. Let G he a skew ring. Then there exists an ahelian subgroup 
U of (G, 0 ) and a homomorphism cp qf (G, 0 ) into (Hom(G, U), + ) such 
that G=G,. 
Proof: For all v, u’, x, y E G we have 
vx 0 vy 0 wx 0 WJ’ = (v 0 w)(x 0 y) = vx 0 wx 0 uy 0 wy, 
hence oy 0 u’.x = wx 0 uy. Therefore (see [ 10, Theorem I]), 
with respect to 0, { xy 1 x, y E G} generates an abelian group U. (1) 
If for x E G the right multiplication v H OX (v E G) is denoted by P,~, the 
mapping cp: x H pI- is a homomorphism of (G, 0 ) into (Hom( G, U), + ), 
and G=G,. 
If we additionally consider left multiplications I ~ : v H .YU (u E G) and 
define $: XH A,, then we see that (G/ker cp, 0 ), (G/ker tj, 0 ) are 
isomorphic to subgroups of the abelian group (Hom( G, U), + ) and 
therefore abelian. For any subset H of G we put 
Ann(H) := {~IxEG, .YH= 1 = Hx) 
and observe that Ann(G) is a zero ideal of G. Obviously, 
Ann(G) = ker cp n ker $. We therefore have 
1.3. COROLLARY. For every skew ring G, the underlying group of the 
factor skew ring G/Ann(G) is abelian. 
This implies that every skew ring is an extension of a zero skew ring and 
a (not necessarily associative) ring in the usual sense. For example, the 
only way to make a perfect group into the underlying goup of a skew ring 
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is to define the multiplication as trivial. On the other hand, if a skew ring 
does not contain a completely annihilating element # 1, it is a (not 
necessarily associative) ring. Obviously, this remark implies the result in 
c41. 
We now turn to the investigation of certain automorphisms of a skew 
ring G. We put 
d(G) := (,fIf: G-G, (xy)‘=x’y Cl q’forallx, J~EG), 
j-0 g:x++x/U xR(xeG) for allf, ged(G), 
and claim 
(d(G), 0) is a group. 
To prove this, let f, g E d(G). Then for all x, J’ E G 
(-v 1 f u R = (xy)’ 0 (xy)Y 
= x’y 0 xy’ q xsy 0 xp 
=x’y 0 xQ1 cl xy’ 0 XJJ by (1) 
= (x’ q x”)J’ 0 x(y’ 0 y”) 
= x f ‘-sy ~xylLs, 
whence f 0 g E d(G). Obviously, 0 is associative, and 
o:xl-+ 1 (x E G) 
is an identity element of d(G). Moreover, by (1 ), 
x’j 0 xy’ 0 (x’)-‘y 0 x(y’)-’ 
=(x’tl (xf)-‘)y q x(y’0 (yf)-‘)= 1, 
hence 
(2) 
for allfEd( x, LEG. Therefore the mapping x-(xf))’ (xEG) is an 
element of d(G) and obviously an inverse off: 
We fix a zero ideal A of G such that (A, Cl) is abelian and wish to 
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describe C *“,JG/A)= {a[ccEAut G, (A 0 x)‘=A 0 x for all LEG}. As 
in [9], we define the associative cocycle ring 
R,:=(J’If:G+A,(xO y)‘=xfVO y”forallx,yEG}. 
We put Ri := R, n d(G) and claim 
Ri is a subring of R,. (3) 
We only have to show that Rj is multiplicatively closed. Let f, gE R{. 
Then for all x, y E G 
(xy)‘” = (x’v q xy’)” 
= (X’y)R~+ q (xy’)” 
= (x’iy 0 XfyR)n.’ 0 x”yl 0 eKy’R 
= .& 0 gJ” I 2 
using (I) and the hypothesis that AA = 1. 
IffE R,, then kerfis a subgroup of (G, 0). We observe 
ker f is a sub-skew ring of G, for every ,f E R; , (4) 
as (xJ’)“= X’Y 0 .KJJ’ = 1 for all x, J? E ker ,f: Furthermore, an immediate 
consequence of the definition of Ri is 
,fl ,., is a G-endomorphism of A, for every ,f~ Ri . (5) 
In particular, A’ is an ideal of G. By [9, 3.11, we have 
C Aul((;. L dGIA) is NAulfG. u, (A )-isomorphic with J2( R, ), (6) 
where S(R,) denotes the group of quasi-regular elements of the ring R, 
and the composition of any two elements ,f, g E 2(R,) is defined by 
fo g = f + g +fg. An isomorphism is given by 
:c Aul(G, I !  ,(GIA) + W.4) 
(7) 
where x1,= [~,a] :=x-l 0 x1 for all LEG. 
In the sequel, it will be convenient to have the following extensions of 
the familiar normalizer and centralizer notations: Let MT, . . . . M,* be sets, 
Mi E h4; for 1 d j < n, and let X be a group acting on M:. Then we put, as 
usual, N,(M,) = { ) x xEX,M-;=M,}, C,(M,)= {x~xEX, m’=m for all 
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m E M, ).. Let 1 6 j < n. Suppose that N.Y( M, , . . . . M,) ( C,Y( M, , . . . . Mi) resp.) 
has been defined and acts on M,*, , Then we put 
NAM, 1 ..., M,,,) := N‘N,,M ,.....I 2&y+,) 
(C,(M, I .... M,+ ,I := Cc+,,, ,b,,,Wi+ I1 v-0. 
Now let R be a set of endomorphisms of arbitrary subgroups of (G, 0 ) 
which contain A, i.e., for each o E Q there is a subgroup U,,, of (G, 0 ) such 
that A 6 U,,, and w  is an endomorphism of (U ,,,, 0 ). If 2 E NAulcC;. ,_ )(A), 
A 6 U < G, and w  E End( U, 0 ), then A d U” and x ‘0x1 l/T E End( U”, 0 ). 
Thus the group NAutfG. Ld) (A) acts on the set of all endomorphisms of all 
subgroups U> A. Q is a subset of this set. Therefore, N,Y(Q) and CJQ) are 
well defined for all X 6 NAu,,(;, , ,(A). 
Our aim is to give a description of CAut .(G/A, Q) extending that given 
for groups in (6) and (7) to a skew ring G with operator set 52 in the above 
sense. For any subring S of R,, we put 
s” := {.jI.fE s, x If,, - - x”” for all o E Q, s E [J,,, j-. 
Obviously, S” is a subring of R,. 
If GI: G -+ G, f: G + A are mappings such that x2 = x 0 x1’ for all XE G, 
we show that the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f~W?)nd(G), 
(ii) rEC Aut .(GIA, Q 1, (8) 
(iii) fe 2(R”,,R). 
If (i) holds, then C(E C Aul,C;. ,,(G/A) by (7), and for all .Y, ycG we 
have (X-V)’ = .uy 0 (my)“= .u!, 0 X$ 0 XJ~/ = (X 0 x’j( y 0 ~1’) = .Y’Y’, and 
X zcu = (x 0 syf’)m = x”’ 0 ,yf”’ = xc” 0 .yy’“f= g’“’ if w  E Q and .y E u (“. Hence 
(ii) holds. Furthermore, (ii) implies that f=f,~R; and 
xy 0 (xy)‘= (xy)” = xy = (x 0 d)( J’ 0 y”) = XJ’ 0 xy’ 0 X’J for all 
X, ye G, whence f~ d(G) and f, =fe Ri.“. As K’ E CA”, .(G/A, Q), too, 
we equally have f,-~ E R$R. But f,of,-~ =O=f,-lof,, yielding (iii). 
Trivially, (iii) implies (i). In particular, we have 
z?(R~,.~) = S(Rtf) n R;,R. (9) 
If LXE C,,,o(G/A, Q) and 6 E NAutG(A, Q), then a fortiori CIE 
C Aut(G. u )(GIA) and 6 E NAut(G, q  ) (A), hence, by C9, (151, (1611, h=(fd6. 
We have proved the following skew ring version of [9,3.1]: 
1.4. LEMMA. Let G be a skew ring and A a zero ideal of G such that 
(A, 0) is abelian. Let Q be a set of endomorphisms of arbitrary subgroups of 
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(G, I7 ) which contain A. Then Rd,.R is an associative ring, and 
C Au1 G(GIA3 Q, is NAut G (A, Q)-isomorphic to k2( R:‘,.R). 
If R is any associative ring, we write f(R) for the Jacobson radical of R. 
One always has 2(R) z 2?(R), and y(R) is a normal subgroup of (Z?(R), 0). 
Under the hypotheses of 1.4, f(Rd,sR) therefore is the image of some nor- 
mal subgroup of CAut G (G/A, Q) under the canonical isomorphism ~ in (7). 
Throughout this paper, this particular normal subgroup of C,,,.(G/A, Sz) 
will be denoted N $. 
We now describe the idempotent elements of Rd,.R. If eE Ri.R is 
idempotent, B := im e, S := ker e, then by [9, 2.11, (S, B) is a semidirect 
decomposition of (G, 0 ). For s E S, b E B, b = Y’ for a suitable element 
I E G, we have 
(,y 0 b)’ = fh q 6“ = b’ = XeZ = Xc = b, 
whence e is the projection rt (gs,B) of G onto B with respect to the decom- 
position (S, B). Moreover, 
sb = sb’ = s’b 0 sb’ = (sb)“, 
similarly bs = (bs)‘, and for all o E Q 
b” = b’” = 6”’ E B, 
s -s c”L’ c’” = 1 whenever s E U,,. 
Therefore, (S, B) is a semidirect Q-decomposition of G. Conversely, let 
(S, B) be a semidirect Q-decomposition of G such that B L A. By [9, 2.11, 
e := xF.~) is an idempotent element of R,. If x, y E G and x = s 0 b, 
y=tOc(s,tES,b,cEB),then 
(xy)’ = (st 17 SC 0 bt)’ = SC Cl bt = xc 0 by = .x-v’ 0 ~‘4’. 
If x E U, for an element o E Q, then s E U,, too, as b E A E U,. Therefore 
s’* E S, yielding 
,pJ = b’” = b”’ = x’u’, 
i.e., e E R2R. Therefore, the analogue of [9,2.1] for skew rings with 
operator sets holds. 
Later on, we shall need the following simple assertions: 
1.5. LEMMA. Assume the hypotheses of 1.4 and suppose that SL contains 
the endomorphisms of (A, 0) which are induced bJ> all left and right 
multiplications and all conjugations bJ1 elements of G. 
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(i) If A = B 0 D, where B, D are Q-groups such that B r~ D = 1, then 
R;,O = Rd,.R + Rsa, Rd,.R n R$* = 0. 
(ii) If S, T are Q-complements of A in G, then there exists an 
automorphism CI E CAu, .(G/A, A, Q) such that S” = T. 
Proof. (i) IffERi,R, thenfj,BER~R,f71,ER~n, where zg (zD resp.) 
denotes the projection of A onto B (D resp.) with respect to the decom- 
position (B, D), andf=fx8+fjlD. By [9, (12), (13)], RcR and Rfin are 
left ideals of R5,R whose intersection is trivial. 
(ii) For each s E S there exists exactly one element x,, E A such that 
s 0 x, E T, and we have T = {s 0 .x,~ )s E S}. Routine calculations show that 
the mapping f: s 0 a H x,~ (SE S, a E A) is an element of Rd,,R. We put 
JY’ := .V 0 J” for all y E G. Then CI has the desired properties. 
By means of (5), (6), and 1.4 it is easy to check that the proofs 
in [9, Sect. 31 remain valid if (sub)groups ar replaced by (sub-)skew 
rings, G-invariant subgroups by Q-groups, abelian normal subgroups by 
abelian Q-groups with trivial multiplication, and cocycle rings by their 
Q-centralizing intersections with d(G) whenever Q is as in 1.5. 
1.6. LEMMA. Assume the hypotheses of 1.5. Suppose that A satisfies both 
chain conditions on Q-groups. Let B he a maximal element of the set of all 
Q-groups which are contained in A and have an Q-complement in G. Let S be 
an Q-complement of B in G and put D := S n A. 
Rd R (i) Rd,.” = Rd,,” + Rd,.R, Rdda & y(R$R), and 2(R$*) = y(RsSZ) + 
d . 
(ii) Let I, J be R-groups which are contained in A, and suppose that no 
nontrivial direct Q-factor of I is Q-isomorphic to one of J. Then 
R;,RR,d.R cz 2(R$“). 
(iii) Let ‘I! be an irreducible Q-decomposition of B and 
b(a)= {E,, . . . . E,}. Then J!(R”,.R)=J?(RdE;R)c~ ... o~?(R$“)o$(Rd,,~), and 
{f 1 f E R$“, El = 1 } < $(RitR) for 1 < k < n. 
Proof As for (i), it suffices to cite 1.5(i) and [9, (24)] (skew ring ver- 
sion), the last assertion being a simple consequence of the foregoing 
ones. Furthermore, (ii) is the skew ring version of [9, 3.33. (iii) Let 
f  E 2(R”,,R). We may suppose that E,, . . . . E,, are distinct. Then, by 1.5(i), 
,f=fi + ... +,f,+ g, where fk := fnEk, g := fnD. Part (ii) implies that 
f ,  + “. +.fnEfioo ... of,,, + $(R?“), for all permutations CJ of { 1, . . . . n). 
Now [9, 1.11 yields fig0 . . . 0 fHO E 3!(Rd,s”) whence fk is quasi-regular 
for 1 <k<n. Therefore, fkE~(RdA.R)nR~R=~(R~~R) for 1 <k<n, as 
Rg;” is a left ideal of Rd,.R. Furthermore, [9, 1.21 implies that 
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fi 0 ... rJJ,+Y(R$“)=f, 0 ... of,of(R:.R), proving our first claim. To 
prove the second, let 1 <k < n and ,f~ R$iR such that El. = 1. Then 
,f.RJ,,R~3(RJS.R), by (ii), and consequently, ,f’~ y(R+“). Hence 
f EY(RYL by (iI. 
1.7. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of 1.6(iii), CAut c(S, Q) n 
n hutG l<k<n (Ek) is a supplement of N, in CAu, .(G/A, Sz). 
Proqf: Let EE$(~), f~2(R$~), and put T:=nFk+,E,O S. Let 
IX be the automorphism which corresponds to ,f’ (cf. (7)). As T is an 
Q-complement of E in G, so is T”, and by lS(ii), there exists an auto- 
morphism b E CA”, c (G/E, E, a) such that (T”)‘j = T. Since LX and fl cen- 
tralize G/E, we have [ T,cQ] = 1, and by 1.6(iii), /3 E N I. From 
and 1.6(iii) we conclude that our assertion holds. 
2. DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS 
Throughout this section we assume the following General Hypotheses: G 
is a skew ring, H an ideal of G, and 52 a set of endomorphisms of 
subgroups of (G, 0 ) which contain H. 52 contains the endomorphisms of 
(H, Cl ) which are induced by G per left and right multiplication and 
conjugation, and H is an Q-subgroup satisfying both chain conditions for 
Q-groups. 
If (S, I), (S, J) are semidirect Q-decompositions of G such that Z, JE H, 
then (I 0 J) n S is a central Q-subgroup of (H, 0 ) and contained in 
Ann(H). Let ‘9.R be the set of all triples (S, Z, .I), where Z, J are Q-indecom- 
posable Q-subgroups of H and S is a complement of both I and J in G. For 
the rest of this section we put 
A,:= fi ((ZclJ)nS). (10) 
(S, I, J)e!Ul 
Then we have 
A, is a central Q-subgroup of (H, 0 ), contained in Ann(H), 
and invariant under NAut .(H, 9). (11) 
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2.1 DEFINITION. For every Q-decomposition p of H we define the 
radical part II* by2 
a* := II ZE CD, there exists an Q-complement S of Zin G 
suchthatE(I?\(Zj)=SnH , 
i 
and the radical of 3 by 
Rad B := fi B*. 
Obviously, we have 
If 3, c a*, then flL B,, has an Q-complement S in G such that 
S n H = n” (a\%,). In particular, Rad a has such a com- 
plement (where BC1 = a*). (12) 
Furthermore, we put 
a** := {Zl ZE 3, there exists an Q-complement S of Z in G j. 
We always have B* E B**. The decomposition T! is called compatible if 
n*=n**. 
Let ZE D,. An Q-subgroup J of H is called a,friend of I with respect to B 
if 
2.2 LEMMA. (i) There exists a compatible irreducible Q-decomposition 
of H. 
(ii) Let J be an Q-subgroup of H with an Q-complement S in G. Let @ 
be an irreducible Q-decomposition of J. Then there esists a compatible 
irreducible l&decomposition I! of H such that @ c 3*. 
Proof: (i) We put G, := G, H, := H. Inductively, given G,,, H,,, we 
Put 
S,, := {II Z is an Q-indecomposable Q-subgroup # 1 
of H and has an Q-complement in G, i. 
choose Z, E 3, if 3, # @ and an Q-complement G,, + , of I,, in G,,, and put 
H ,- n+l .-- G fl+tnH. 
* If X is a set of ideals of G, we write n X for nj;, I. 
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If % Z ~3, then {I,, . . . . I,,, H,, , } is an Q-decomposition of H. Since H 
satisfies the chain conditions for Q-groups, there exists a largest natural 
number n such that 3,, # a. Let {Z,! + , , . . . . Z, > be an irreducible Q-decom- 
position of H,,+ , and put D := {I,, . . . . I,,). Then 3 is an irreducible 
O-decomposition of H. We claim that I3* = Ti**. Let Zk E 3. If 1 <k <n, 
then S:=G,,+, 0 rIL P\Vd) is an Q-complement of I, in G such that 
n” (D\(Z,}) = Sn H. Therefore, {Z,, . . . . I,)- E 9*. Now suppose that 
n + 1 6 k < m. If we assume that there exists an Q-complement S of I, in G, 
then SnG,,+, is an Q-complement of Zk in G, + , . Hence Zk E 3,,+, , a 
contradiction as 3,+, = 0. We therefore have B**n (I,,+,, . . . . I,,‘, =@ 
and, summarizing, 
{I ,) . ..) In} c a* 5 n** c {I,) . ..) z,:, 
i.e., X3* = I)**. 
Part (ii) is proved by induction on (El. The case /El =O, i.e., .Z= 1, 
reduces to (i). If [@I >O, we choose ZE@, put I:= fl’- (@\{Zj), 
G := J 0 S, and apply the induction hypotheses to & := @\ { Zj with respect 
to G and its O-subgroup i7 := 7 0 (S n H). If 3 is a compatible irreducible 
Q-decomposition of R such that & ~a*, then 3 := au (I} is a com- 
patible irreducible Q-decomposition of H such that E c a*. 
2.3 LEMMA. Let D, 6 be irreducible Q-decompositions of H. 
(i) (Fitting [2]) Each element of a has a friend in (5. 
(ii) Let Zen*, and let S be an Q-complement of Z in G such that 
FEu’B\{Z])=Sn H. Zf J IS a friend of Z, there exists an automorphism 
Aut &G/A,, S, Q) such that I’ = J. 
(iii) Let D, s a*, and let S be an Q-complement of nk 3, in G such 
that S n H = n” (D\a,). Then there exists an automorphism 
LXEC Aut o(G/A,, S, 52) such that 3; G ti**. 
ProojI As for (i), cf. [2]. (ii) We have 
i.e., S is a complement of J in G. We put 3, := (B\ { I} ) u (J}. Then 3, is 
an Q-decomposition of H. Set 
a: G-+ G, s 0 XHS 0 xn for all s E S, x E Z, 
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where rr denotes the projection of H onto J with respect to 3. Then CY is 
bijective, and for all s,, s2 E S, x,, .Y? E Z, o E Q, 
and 
whenever s, Cl X, E U ,,,. Obviously, I” = .Z and [S, E] = 1. If .YE Z, there 
exist elements y E .A : E S n H such that x = JJ 0 :, and we have 
hence 
sz 0 .K lE(JLlz)n‘s<A,,. 
We prove (iii) by induction on I2&\@/. If ID,,\t51 = 0, then a,, s CF 
whence even a, c E**, and we choose c( = id,. Let n E N, and suppose that 
our claim is true for ail triples (a,, ‘D, @), where a, (5 are Q-decom- 
positions of H and a, s D* such that Ia,,\E,F = II - 1. Now suppose that 
IT)O\E] =n, choose IED,\@, and put T:=S •1 n’ (a,\(Z)). By (i), I has 
a friend J in (5. T is an Q-complement of both Z and J in G, therefore 
JEE**, and, by (ii), there exists an automorphism ~1, E CAuf .(G/A,, T, Q) 
such that I”‘= J. We have (TF)*=(D*\{Z))u {J) and therefore 
9;’ G (PI)*, ) D;l\6!( = n - 1. By our induction hypothesis there exists an 
automorphism CI~ E CA,,, c; (G/A,, S, Q) such that (B;I)‘~ s e**. We con- 
clude that o( := ~1, cy? has the desired properties. 
In particular, if CF is compatible, then Ia*] d (@*I, where we have 
applied 2.3(iii) to the special case a,= a*. This proves half of the 
following characterization of compatible irreducible Q-decompositions: 
2.4. LEMMA. Let D he the set I# all irreducible Q-decompositions qf H 
and CZ E D. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is compatible, 
(ii) lE*l = maxDt D /a*I. 
Proqf It remains to show that (ii) implies (i). Suppose that (i) does not 
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hold, and let S be an Q-complement of Rad @ in G such that 
n” (@\E*)=SnH. Then there exists an ideal EE~**\@* with an Sz- 
complement T in S. T is an S2-complement of (Rad E) 0 E in G, and by 
2.2(ii) there exists a decomposition BED such that @*u (E) LB*. 
Therefore (ii) does not hold. 
2.5 THEOREM (Generalized Krull-Schmidt Theorem). Let 3, B be com- 
patible irreducible Q-decompositions of H, and let S be an Q-complement qf 
Rad 3 in G. Then there exists an automorphism x E C,,, c;(G/A,, S, Q) such 
that TI*‘= @*. In particular, S is also a complement of Rad Q in G. 
Proof Let 6 be an irreducible R-decomposition of Sn H. Then 
5 := n* u 6 is an irreducible Q-decomposition of H, and a* c %*. Hence 
a* = %*, by 2.4. By 2.3(iii), there exists an automorphism 
MEC Au, &G/A,, S, Q) such that 25*’ = %*a c E** = E*. This implies, by 
2.4, that TJ*I** = E*, proving the claim. 
For H = G, 2.5 reduces to the classical Krull-Schmidt theorem. In that 
case, Rad D = G and S = 1. Then there is no need of considering skew 
rings, as the theorem, stated for groups with operator set Q containing the 
inner automorphisms of G, implies its skew ring version: Any group 
automorphism LX E CAutcG L ,(G/A,,, Q) is in fact a skew ring automorphism 
if we let s2 contain the inner automorphisms of (G, 0 ) and the left and 
right multiplications of the skew ring G. As long as S is multiplicatively 
closed, this remark is valid even in the more general situation of 2.5, 
for automorphisms CI as specified in the theorem. For if s,, SUES, 
rl, rzE R, then (sr 0 rl)a(sZ 0 rz)’ = s,sz 0 s,r; 0 r,s; 0 ryr’; = 
s,s? 0 slr; 0 rysz 0 r,r; = ((s, 0 r,)(sz 0 r2))‘, using the fact that 
r1 0 (r;) ~ ’ E A,, c Ann(H). But when applying the group version of 2.5 to 
the underlying group of a given skew ring G, we cannot expect that the 
subgroup S is a sub-skew ring. For this reason, compatible decompositions 
of H, considered as an O-subgroup of the skew ring G, in general cannot be 
viewed as compatible decompositions of H as an Q-subgroup of the group 
(G, 0). 
By the Frattini argument, 2.5 implies 
2.6 COROLLARY. Let a be a compatible irreducible Q-decomposition of 
H and S an !&complement of Rad 9 in G. We put X := NAu, o(H, Q). Then 
x=c Aut .(GI&, X Q) N#‘*). 
The following description of radicals is a consequence of 2.4: 
2.7 THEOREM. For any ideal R of G which is contained in H, the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
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(i ) R is a maximal element of {II I is an Q-subgroup qf H and has an 
Q-complement in G}. 
(ii) There exists a compatible irreducible R-decomposition qf H whose 
radical is R. 
Proof: If (i) holds, let S be an Q-complement of R in G, Q an 
irreducible Q-decomposition of R, and E one of S n H. If ZE B, I cannot 
have an Q-complement T in S, as T would be an Q-complement of R 0 I 
in G, contradicting the maximality of R. We put 3 := 6 u (5 and have 
a* = 6 = a**, Rad 3 = R. Conversely, let a be a compatible irreducible 
Q-decomposition of H, R := Rad D, and S an Q-complement of R in G 
such that Sn H=n” (?~\a*) (cf. (12)). We assume that there exists an 
Q-subgroup I of G such that R < 16 H, and an Q-complement T of Z in G. 
Let 6, (3 be irreducible Q-decompositions of S n Z, T n H resp., and put 
5 := a* u (5 u (5-. Then %* 2 ID* u 6 I a*. By 2.4, this contradicts the fact 
that T, is compatible. 
3. THE ACTION OF N,, AND APPLICATIONS 
We keep the general hypotheses of the foregoing section and additionally 
let A be a central Q-subgroup of (H, 0 ) such that A, E A c Ann(H). As 
(11) shows, A, is a possible choice for A. Our aim is to study the action of 
the N Aut ,JA, Q)-invariant subgroup N, of CAut .(G/A, Sz) on the radical 
parts of compatible irreducible R-decompositions of H. 
For any Q-decomposition a of H we put 
a,* := {zlzETi*, Z&A), 
a,*. := a*\a,;, 
and 
Rad,, T, := c a,*.. 
Then 2.5 implies 
/3xl= I@;1 for any two compatible irreducible Q-decom- 
positions a, E of H, (13) 
as A is C Aut &G/A,)-invariant. 
607!‘68/1-2 
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3.1. LEMMA. Let 32, E he compatible irreducible Q-decompositions of H, 
and let T be an Q-complement of Rad 3 in G. Then T 0 Rad,, a is an 
Q-complement of Rad, (E: in G. 
Proof: We apply 2.3(iii), setting 3, := a,$, S := TORad,, a. There 
exists an automorphism c( E C,,,,(G/A,, T, Q) such that a,*’ C_ @**. 
Hence DA*’ c E,;, as @ is compatible and A” = A. But (13) now implies that 
a,*’ = E,*. The lemma follows. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let a, 6f he compatible irreducible Q-decompositions of 
H, and let G, he an Q-complement of Rad 3 in G, F, an Q-complement of 
Rad @ in G. Then there exists an automorphism CI E N, with the properties 
(G, LI Rad,,D)‘= F, 0 Rad,.Q. 
(Recall 1.1 ,for the definitions ~$!$(a,*), Sj(E:).) 
Proof: We Put G, := Rad, 3, F, := Rad, E, G3 := Rad,. a, 
F,:=Rad,,E, V:=G,O G,, U:=F,O F,. Then, by 3.1, U is an 
Q-complement of G? in G. By lS(ii), there exists an automorphism 
VEC AU, ,(G/G,, G,, Q) such that V = U. Now f, (cf. (7)) annihilates G, so 
that R&QfV = 0 and consequently 
.fv E AR$;) E B(RdA? 
by 1.6(i). Therefore, v E N,f. By 2.5, F, is an Q-complement of 
Rad a” = Gz 0 G;. Hence F, q G; is an O-complement of G2 = Rad, 3” 
and, by 3.1, an Q-complement of F2, too. As F, 0 G; s U, we 
have v” = U = F, 0 G;. By 2.5, there exists an automorphism 
<EC AutcG(G/AO, F,, s2) such that I)*vr=@*. Now 1.7 shows that 
there exist automorphisms p E N, and ~EC AutG(FI •I F3, 52) n 
C~EE WE;) N~uto(E) such that [ = ~2. We put CI := VP. Then we have c( E N,, 
and 
nl,*p = 9;~ = ~A?vC~-’ = QzAyj.-’ = Q* 
A’? 
b(a,*y = !$(a,*)@ = Sj(Dy’ = !ij(@:A*), 
(G, q G3)= = I’“” = (F, 0 G;)” = (F, 0 G;)l”-’ = (F, 0 &)“-I = F, q F,. 
If BE N/i”, AH, 4 Qn) and T, is a compatible irreducible Q-decom- 
position of H, then so is BP, and (DO):. = (al;,)l’, $((aP),*)= (!?j(ax))/‘, 
Rad,,(D”) = (Rad,, LD)8. Moreover, if S is an Q-complement of Rad D in 
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G, then S” is an Q-complement of Rad,(nl”) in G, and S” 0 Rad,d(DP) = 
(S 0 Rad,, a)B. 
If 9 is a compatible irreducible Q-decomposition of H and S an 
O-complement of Rad 3 in G, we put 
Y,, s := Nrtut ci (H, A, Q, a,*,, !W.?), S q Rad,, a), 
and conclude from 3.2 by the Frattini argument 
3.3 COROLLARY. NAut ,(H, A, Q) = N, Y,,,. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let n be a natural number. A semigroup (T, .) is 
called n-divisible if the mapping 
17 ,T, ,,:=tb-+t. ... ‘t (tE T) ,, 
is a permutation of T. Clearly, finite subgroups of n-divisible groups are 
n-divisible. If TO is a finite normal subgroup of an n-divisible group T, then 
T/T, is n-divisible, too. 
If T is an associative ring and t E T, we write ttn) for the product 
to . . . n 0 t. The definition of 0 easily yields 
,t 
p) - n - 
a 
tj, 
/=I .i 
where tj denotes the jth power of t with respect to the ordinary ring 
multiplication. 
3.5 LEMMA. Let R be a nilpotent associative ring and n a natural number 
such that (R, + ) is n-divisible. Then (R, 0) is n-divisible. 
Proof: The n-divisibility of (R, + ) implies 
(R’, + ) is n-divisible, for all 1 E N. (14) 
For if z E R’, there exist elements rj’) E R such that z = xi r\‘). . rji). Let 
3 E R such that rzr”) = r ’ I I). Then z = n(CI F r$‘) 
Let X, y E R such’ that X’~) = y(“). We put 
. ..$I). Hence (14) holds. 
z := x --y. In order to show 
that z = 0 it suffices to prove that z E R’ for all 1 E l+J, as R is nilpotent. 
Trivially, z E R’. Now assume that z E R’ for a natural number 1. By (14), 
there exists an element 5~ R’ such that n?= z. As yen) = ( y + z)(“), we have 
18 
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O=nz+ ; 
0 
(yz+zy+z2)+ ... 
=n 
( 0 
Z+ ; (yZ+Zy+?z)+ ... 
1 
. 
This implies z + (;)( y? + 2~ + 2~) + . . . = 0, since (R, + ) is n-divisible. 
Hence z E R’+ r. It remains to prove that II,, ),,, is onto. For any y E R we 
show by induction on I that there exists an element XE R such that 
,@) - y E R’. The case 1= 1 is trivial. Let IE N and assume that there exist 
elements .X E R, z E R’ such that ,Y@) - J’ = z. By ( 14), we have n? = L for an 
element 5 E R’. Therefore, 
As R is nilpotent, this proves our claim. 
3.6 LEMMA. Let n be a natural number such that (A, 0) is n-divisible. 
Put 3 := y(Rd,,R) and 
B ,,,:=(fIf~f,U/~UnAforallU~~IJZ), 
where 3 is a compatible irreducible Q-decomposition of H, S an Q-com- 
plement of Rad 3 in G, and 9JI := a:. u$(D,*)u {S 0 Rad,,D}. Then 
(i) (2, + ) and (fm.,, + ) are n-divisible, 
(ii) $&s= & n Y,., (4 (7)). 
Proof: (i) Since (A, 0) is n-divisible, ZZ,,, L j.n is an automorphism of 
(A, 0). For allfE Rd,,n we havefIJ& j,n E R;vR, as easy calculations show. 
IffEy and gERi,R, then 
(f~,!,,, sY = m)k(q>f,,,,T = 0 
if k is large enough. As f is nilpotent and R2R/,$ has an identity, 
fqz4.n ~2 by [9, 1.51. Now the equation n ,ffl,i:.,, = f shows that 
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n ,/,+ ),n is onto. If f~f and nf =O, then (,‘)‘I = 1 for all .Y E G, hence 
.x1 = 1 for all x E G, i.e., f = 0. Therefore, Z7,,,, + ),,1 is a permutation. 
Next, if U E ‘&II, then U n A is an Q-subgroup of A and hence n-divisible. 
Therefore, iffE 2P.s, then,f17,f ,,,I E yP,,y. We conclude that (yP,,., + ) is 
n-divisible. 
(ii) Let vEN,/n Y, s and put f:=V=f’,,. For any U~911, 
U’ = {U 0 u’.I u E U} is Q-isomorphic to U, as v centralizes Q. We make 
the assumption that U’# U. Then UE a,*, u $(a,;) and U” n U= 1 
whencef] U is an Q-isomorphism. As A’ c A, this implies U 4 Fj( a,;), hence 
UE a;,. We have UfOJJu (B\jU”})=H and U’nn’ (B\{U’).)= 1, 
i.e., Ur is a friend of U” with respect to 3. By 2.3(ii), there exists an 
automorphism M E CA”, J G/A,) such that U”” = U’, a contradiction since 
U’g A, U’” @ A. Therefore, U’ = U for all UE ‘91, i.e., f E &5,s. We have 
thus proved that N, n Y,., c 2z,s. As the converse inclusion is trivial, (ii) 
holds. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let 9 be a compatible irreducible Q-decomposition qf H, S 
an Q-complement of Rad D in G, and X a finite subgroup of 
N Au, o(H, A, Q). Suppose that X has an N,-invariant normal subgroup W 
such that W< Y,,, and (A, 0 ) is 1 Xl WI-divisible. Then there exists an 
automorphism a E Na such that x” c YD,s. 
Proof Set n := IX/WI. By means of 1.4, we conclude from 3.5 and 3.6 
that N, and N, n Y,,, are n-divisible. X n N, is finite, hence an n- 
divisible subgroup of N-, . This implies that X n N,f = Wn N f 9 N, X. By 
3.3, N,,Xn Y,., is a supplement of N, in N/X, and (N f n Y,.,) W/W, 
being isomorphic to N,f n Y,,,/Xn N,,, is n-divisible. We now apply the 
existence and conjugacy statements of the SchurZassenhaus theorem 
[S, 6.2.11 which are valid for all extensions of any not necessarily finite 
soluble n-divisible group by a finite group of order n. We conclude that 
(N, n Ya,s) W/W has a complement T/W in (N,Xn Y,,,)/W. Now both 
XJW and F/W are complements of N, W/W in N, Xf W. N, W/W is 
isomorphic to N,/Wn N,, and hence n-divisible. Therefore, we have 
X’ = ? for a suitable element a E N /. Hence X” c Y,, s, as desired. 
The hypotheses of 3.7 are simplified and look less technical if we suppose 
that WCQ. In that case, 3.7 turns into the following theorem from which 
several interesting corollaries will be derived: 
3.8 THEOREM. Let D be a compatible irreducible D-decomposition of 
H and S an Q-complement of Rad T, in G. Let X be a ,finite subgroup of 
N A”, J H, A, a) and W d X such that W c R. Suppose that (A, 0 ) is 
IX/WI-divisible. Then there exists an automorphism a EN, such that 
X” E Y,,,. 
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In particular, under the hypotheses of this theorem, there exists a 
compatible irreducible Q-decomposition Ti of H and an Q-complement S 
of Rad 9 in G such that a:,, $(a,*), and S 0 Rad,!n are normalized by 
x. 
3.9. COROLLARY. Assume that H is zero Q-subgroup of G with an 
abelian underlying group. Let X be a ,finite subgroup qf NAut G( H, Q), W a 
normal subgroup of X such that W c 52, and H is 1 Xj WI-divisible. Then X 
normalizes some semidirect Q-decomposition (S, R) of G, where R is 
maximal among all Q-subgroups of H which have an Q-complement in G, 
and S is such a complement. 
As a proof, we just have to put A := H and apply 3.8 and 2.1. 
Let G be a finite group, H an abelian normal subgroups of G, X a sub- 
group of N,,,o(H), and WaX such that (IX/WI, [HI)= 1. Let 52 be the 
union of Wand the set of automorphisms of H which are induced by G per 
conjugation. Then (after making G into a skew ring with trivial mul- 
tiplication) the hypotheses of 3.9 hold, and Theorem I of our Introduction 
follows. 
On the other hand, let G be an F-algebra for a field F, H a zero ideal of 
G, X a finite subgroup of NAu,FG (H), and W_a X such that char FjIX/WI. 
Let Q be the union of W, the set of endomorphisms of (H, + ) which are 
induced by G per left and right multiplication, and the set of mul- 
tiplications of (G, + ) which are induced by F. If H satisfies both chain con- 
ditions for W-invariant ideals of G, then again the hypotheses of 3.9 hold. 
Theorem III of our Introduction follows. 
Clearly, Maschke’s theorem also is a special case of 3.9. (Consider an 
abelian group G, and X-invariant complemented subgroup H, and put 
w= 1.) 
In 3.9, we have considered the special case H = A of 3.8. On the other 
hand, if we let H and G coincide, then all considerations regarding Q-com- 
plements of radicals of direct Q-decompositions become superfluous, as 
Rad D = G for every Q-decomposition a of G. As we have remarked after 
our proof of 2.5, then there is no need of considering skew rings instead of 
groups with operator sets Sz. To switch (in the case H = G) from the group 
version of 3.8 to arbitrary skew rings it suffices to let Q contain all left and 
right multiplications of the given skew ring and then apply the group 
version of 3.8 to the underlying group of the skew ring. Furthermore, a 
glance at the definition of Y,,, ensures that 3.8 essentially is a statement 
on X-indecomposable Q-groups. Therefore, the following corollary about 
groups contains the main contents of 3.8 if H = G: 
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3.10. COROLLARY. Let G be a group, R a set of endomorphisms of 
G containing all inner automorphisms, and assume that G satisfies both 
chain conditions for Q-subgroups. Let X be a finite subgroup of N,,, JSZ) 
and W a normal subgroup of X such that WS Q. Suppose that 
(.x/l f E Hom,(G, Z(G)), XE G) is IX/WI-dioisible. Then we have: 
(i) G is the X-direct product of’ an abelian Q-subgroup and an 
Q-subgroup without an)’ abelian Q-direct factor # 1. 
(ii) Let G be (X u Q)-direct indecomposable. [f G is abelian, then there 
exists an irreducible Q-decomposition 3 of G such that !?~(a) is permuted 
transitively by X. If G is non-abelian, then there exists an irreducible 
Q-decomposition qf G which is permuted transitively by X. In any case, G is a 
direct product of isomorphic subgroups n>hich are invariant and indecom- 
posable under C2. 
If G, e.g., is an X-indecomposable finite-dimensional vector space over a 
field F, Q consists of W and the set of multiplications induced by F, and 
char Fj IX/WI. then all hypotheses of 3.1O(ii) are satisfied, and our 
corollary becomes a well-known result on the restriction of an indecom- 
posable group representation to a normal subgroup (see [S, VII, 9.31). 
If G is finite and abelian, W= jidG.} = Q, then again 3.1O(ii) is well 
known; G is homocyclic in this case (see [6]). 
Now let G be an arbitrary finite group, W a X6 Aut G, and 
(IG/G’I, IZ(G)l, IX/WI)= 1. Suppose that G is X-direct indecomposable. 
Then all hypotheses of 3.10 hold, where 52 := Inn G u W. Obviously, this 
case yields Theorem II of our Introduction. 
For the special case where W = 1, G is a group of prime power order, 
and (I XI, ICI ) = 1, the assertion of Theorem II(i) has been claimed in 
[ 1, Lemma 2.11, where the line of reasoning is completely different from 
the proof given in this paper and seems to be incorrect. Moreover, in the 
argumentation of [1] the nilpotency of G is crucial, whereas our proof 
shows that the claim holds whatever the internal structure of G looks like. 
We finally show that Theorem IV of our Introduction is a consequence 
of 3.1O(ii): To this end assume the hypotheses of Theorem IV and let Q 
consist of W, the multiplications induced by F, and those induced by R 
(per left, right, two-sided multiplication resp.). Let G be the additive group 
of R. Then all hypotheses of 3.1O(ii) are satisfied, and the assertion follows 
immediately. 
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